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The Spartan Daily will
restune publication
Wednesday,
September 8 due to
the Labor Day weekend.
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Details cloud
smoking ban
Regi.ster
Wreston
Stall Witter
Daily

The smoking ban that recently
went into effect in the SJSU dining
commons goes against the current
campus smoking policy adopted by
former university president Gail
Fullerton in 1991.
The ban, which began Aug. 1,
was to be part of a new campuswide non-smoking policy adopted
by the Academic Senate and ratified by current President J. Handel
Evans.
The ban would have eliminated
smoking in the areas where it was
still allowed, namely the Student
Union Cafeteria, the Connection
Dining room and the Spartan Pub.
Smoking %vas already prohibited in
Vll other buildings on campus.
Evans signed the new ban and
then rescinded his signature
because of concerns about the
legalities of banning smoking in the
residence halls.
The current binding policy, titled
F90-7, allov(!s for smoking in Spar-

tan Stadium, and the campus housing ai dndining
facilities.
iI
The
recommendation
for new
I
a
II
policy caine from Academic Senate
member David Mesher. Meslier, the
Chairman of the Planning, Safety
and Finance Committee, tnade the
reconunendation May 3.
Citing California Government
Code Section 1994.30 (of Chapter
5.6), Mesher’s proposal for the new
policy was to address "the rights of
non-smokers to a smoke-free environment in formal meetings, informal meetings, and work stations."
The policy also referred to the
Environmental Protection Agelay’s
classification of tobacco smoke
(including "second-hand" smoke)
as a Class A carcinogen. A ’Class A’
carcinogen is defined as a substance
to which no amount a exposure is
safe.
The new policy, S93-I 1, would
II replaced Fullerton’s measure.
have
See Smoking. page 3
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Terri Sparks, right, a junior majoring in liberal studies does homework in the cakteria which now bans smoking. The ban has forced
students like Elyse Cohen, a sophomore majoring in business man-

agement, outside. "Personally I don’t like not being able to smoke
in the cafeteria but I understand because people who don’t smoke
don’t need to be around it" Cohen said.

Wahlquist repairs draw employee complaints
Ry Gabe Leon
s.on.in Daily Stall Writer
Staff members of the Financial Aid department.and Admissions arid Records have been
working in uncomfortable corrditions since the renovation of
the Wahlquist building began in
May.
The basement and parts of
the first three floors are undergoing repairs, and this is malting
life difficult for staff members
still working there.
Some of the departments that
occupied the building have
been moved or transferred to
other locations. The EOP, Stu-

dent Development Services, Student Outreach, Educational
Equity and Articulation offices
had been moved to Royce Hall.
Parts of Admissions and
Reeords have been moved to the
fifth floor or transferred to the
Central Classroom Building,
across from Clark Library.
But the Financial Aid and
Admissions and Records’ stall
members are still stuck in the
middk of the construction.
Employees complain of eye
irritation, dry cough, vomiting,
highly
allergies,
irritated
headaches and sore throats. Air
quality has been a problem, and

continuous vibi .( oi
pounding ofjack hanii
s, industrial
fans and bit ak
glass
e
major dist’ it( t ions. 1 hey have
also found mot., droppingSin
the buildilig.
"People with asthma, sinus,
aild one that was pregnant have
all come down with upset stomachs," said Virginia Barrios, California State Employees A.s.soc iation representative.
"It has been really distracting," said Tammy Green, Financial Aid sports staff employee. "It
sounds like it’s coming right
through my chair."
It is not onfirmed that the

health problems sulk tl by
employees are a direct est It to
the building renovations.
"We don t know that the sickness is related to the c( (11.1 tiction that is going on tit that
building," said Alan liaxt( S1St
Health and Safety ( /1)1 dictator.
"We’re investigating eat li case,
and there is nothing that would
lead us to believe that there were
any health risks to the individuals that are working there."
Speculation of the poor work
conditiI ns have been blamed on
a.sbestos, but test results say otherwise. ’We have a professional
asbestI consulting firm on site

that does air monitoring during
work, and they’re there to insure
that the fiber level remains low,"
Baxter said.
Heat is Aso a problem.
’The first day of school I had
people
collie
and
approach me from Admissit ins
Vnd Records stating that they
have been working without air
conditioning said Barrios.
’They’re tired and the heat is
genii% to them," she said.
"You couldn’t breathe," said a
finVncial aid employee who
wished to remain anonymous.
"It was getting so diff1( tilt you
had to step outside iii irder to

breatlit so air was moving at
all, and it was real humid and
miserable. In addition to the air
not moving, we were breathing
the dust."
There are also concerns
about safety issues. Barrios said
employees must walk through
the construction area to come
and go into the Financial Aid
office. She said there was also a
fire in a hallway that was not
reported.
"At the time the fire started,
they didn’t know until they saw
flames and smoke," said Barrios.
See P1.1 7_i
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SJSU ranked near top in
minority graduation rates
\

Ml)N1l.)111: A Ili ,1 NI-1.1 1

Director of Financial Aid Donald R. Ryan, left, scoops lip 1, C Cream tor Barry NI, I
senior, at Welcome Day. Ryan has been helping students with tinancial aid need. t,,!
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Director brings students aid
B (bra S. Chien

iiiipu*
rig/
It’s the popular ,t , ,
lunch hour at SJSU, *pion
and Financial Aid
Director Donald R. Ryan
returns to his office in
Wahlquist South. He just finished taking part in Welcome
Day ’93, scooping free ice
cream for students.
With a red tie and the sleeves
of his white shirt neatly rolled,
Ryan resembles a downtown
Daily Staff Writer

businemman. His tali( e is filled
with the typical leathei-bound
books and framed pit tures of
the all-American family. But it is
his cheerfulness and open
expression that topple these
fli st iinpiessions, helping prople to see what makes him
extraordinary.
"Without financial aid." he
says, "thousands of students
wouldn’t be attending si hool
here."

191E. Ryan became the
f Jana ial
lt wa,
clitectoi
also the vea, hiiancial Aid
became a sepal ate service.
Before that, final icial aid came
from genet al grain programs.
ks R%.11111’S 34(11 %i .11
P193
Oil ( allipt1S. fie started at sist
in 1960 as assistant dean ot sill
dents. At this post he handled
the thetianulevelopc (1 finant lid
See INAN, page
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been properly educated on how to siudy.
students who do not meet the eligibility
ot the Equal Opportunity Program cannot
SJSU ranked Ilth
gain Al I t’SS to programs such as Summerthe nation for the null!
bridgt . %aid (.....ibson
ber
of
bachelor !,
diversity
"Stimmerbridge is an intense, five-week
degrees awarded
resideittial life prop am." said (:ibson. who
ti nority students in
19s9-1990, according to "Black Issues in a residential adviser for the program.
Classes prepare students io re-take the
I limiter Education" magazine’s Fop 100
ELM (Elementary Level !Mathematics) and
Degree Pr(xlitcers from May 20.
Veril Phillips, associate dean for Faculty other entrance exams.
There is a general education course for
Affairs. said the university has added a
mentor program to retain minority stu- credit and a study hall. GibSOI1 &all% it "aca( lents.
demic boot camp" and said that students
The program liiiks one faculty member taking the progratn usually remain after
to approximately tivt
the first Veal.
To be eligible for
dents to ans«et
1-!OP progriin is a student
and directs them to yai At.
lley
have
no
way
services.
lutist /lat.(’ a low income
Students ate I ’keel tit a
or a gap in college
to bridge the gap
faculty mernIxt
thcit
preparatory cla.s.ses.
from high school
Students who cannot
major through the dean’s
access the mentor proInce.
to
college
and
if
"It has always been the
gram or Summerbridge
they come in
are often lost in the syspolity and pnictice of SIR’
tem. Gibson said.
to recruit minority stuthey
are
confused,
-Flies have no way to
dents," Phillips said.
bridge the gap from
"Ehe mentor program is
going to leave
high school to college."
an elhirt to link under-repconfused. ’
said Gibson, "and if they
tesented students Ysith facjenina ( .ibson
come in confused, they
ulty."
Pmeattrni of the. Sim ow 1/141i
are going to kave conjenina Gibson. vice pres11414111.f. 1111411.4441,, hitototAne on
fused."
ident of the Striving Black
According to Laura
Brothers and Sisters Orga:arnpero,
tii/ation, said SJS11 may
ogi am Coordinator. SIMI
lexik like it is graduating tic II c! mitten ity stu- Readiness
dents than whet se }tools, but the amount attempts to bt idge the gap with outreach
of minority students that drop out is more programs.
She says her progratn informs sixth
impoi tant
through eighth -grade. students and their
( ohs( said !Hall%
ilsfAr .1 bCIICI
hallt 11’ .tt
be( atm. they come parents of high school courses required by
’mutate high st ’tools that have the money universities.
Workshops inform participants about
to buy betty! tx m tics and pay faculty higher
college life and how the college t tins. Stuwages.
She added that many minority studelits de.nts are tutored !it inath and English and
( orne from lower income areas without ate given a tour of the SJSU ( ampus on
these! advantages. and the’ we have not Host Dav
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Editorial

Letters to the editor

Jackson-camp
parents are
irresponsible

We must
abolish
death penalty

:

id the shock of last week’s allegation by
Arit13-year-old boy that Michael Jackson
ad sexually abused him, an important
question remains unasked: "Where are the parents
and why have they allowed their young and
impressionable sons to sleep with a 35-year-old
man?"
It is now an established fact that Jackson sleeps
indisidually with certain young boys; two of them
appeared on television with their mothers to speak
in support of Jackson.
The mothers looked Imblinkingly and unflinchingly’ at the camera as the reporter delicately asked
Brett Barnes, 11, and Wade Robson, 10, ifJackson
had made improper advances toward either of
them as they slept with Jackson in that big bed.
The answer was no, and the mothers supported
Jackson by saying he was as innocent as a child
himself.
Hello? The lights are on, but is an adult home
in that big mansion?
As a responsible parent, would you let your 10,
11, or 13-year-old son sleep with a 35-year-old
adult? Regardless of who he thinks he is offstage,
Michael Jackson is an adult male who has no business sleeping with young boys. And why wasn’t
Jackson told by his advisers that sleeping with
young boys was not a wise thing to do?
The entire incident gives new meaning to the
definition of PG-I 3.
Jackson hides his true identity (if he has one)
behind a ghostly, androgynous mask with hair
dripping down his face as yet another screen. His
original face is not the one he wants. He prefers
another, one more like his sister’s. One he hopes
to get just right, someday.
Jackson calls himself a modern-day Peter Pan.
But the disorder alludes to the man-child affliction
called ’The Peter Pan Syndrome."
According to Dr. Dan Kiley, author of the book,
’The Peter Pan Syndrome," the Peter Pans of the
world were typically wonderful children bright
and beautiful, sensitive and sincere, the joy of any
parent’s hopes and dreams. However, if they stay
in the Peter Pan "legion" too long, their behavior
can and often does become bizarre (sounds familiar?)
But even the original Peter Pan had the sense
to bring Wendy along to mother, guide and protect the Lost Boys from harm. And in Never Never
Land. they never, never slept with Peter Pan.
Like the clock that ticked inside Captain Hook’s
crocodile nemesis, time relentlessly stalks Jackson,
steadily gaining on him, waiting to sap him of the
youth he holds obsessively dear. The ticking of
time is now dangerously near.
On one hand the gloved one Jackson
clings to the children around him. But with the
other hand, the adult superstar grabs his crotch
and belts out. "I’m had, I’m bad, you know it!"
Whether or not Jackson is guilty of the alleged
sexual abuse, parental irresponsibility and child
abandonment are at the heart of the issue.
The Jackson-camp parents will now be asking
themselves what they should have asked all along:
"Where are the children?"
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Spray-painters mark territor
Tuesday, after makforty-five
:t
ing
the
minute drive home
from SJSU to my hovel in Redwood City, I changed into the
oldest pair of jeans I had and
proceeded to paint my nine-by10 foot wide garage door.
After several hours of painting and some questionable questions from neighbors asking
what I was doing, I was finally
finished.
There it was a beautifully
shimmering symbol of hours of
hard work.
The white paint was even and
without a bubble or an uneven
stroke. I wish I smoked so I
could have had a cigarette after
I had finished.
I took my materials inside,
confident in the painting job I
had done.
Several hours later, after resting and finishing off some reading, I left for work admiring my
garage as I drove away.

’The kid decided
to tag my house
because a member
of a gang lives in
the next block and
he was using this
as a marking point
to show this was
his neighborhood.’

EDITORIAL

S.

SAN Iota STATE UNIVERSITY

My work would not make it
through the night unscathed.
I came home at midnight
only to discover some pants
hanging down below the butt
and rainbow-colored tennis
shoes.
Apparently, a two-bit, goodfor-nothing scum bucket had
spray-painted some kind of
mindless lettering on the pris-

tine door.
The letters looked as if the
person who was spray-painting it
suddenly fell over and sprayed
as they went down.
It was some kind of squiggly E
or I or one of many letters in the
alphabet.
Someone sure had nerves,
coming along and spray painting this dribble all over my
garage.

’Members of a
gang, or people
who are Just very
expressive, scrawl
their initials on the
side of whatever is
available to mark
out their territory.’
After ruling out screaming
and using words usually
reserved for the locker room, I
headed inside.
My neighbor told me the
police had caught Satan’s little
minion spray painting on the
side of an apartment building a
block away.
When we got to him the
police were removing items
from his pockets and asking him
what gang he was affiliated with.
The police said this form of vandalism is called tagging.
Members of a gang, or people who are just very expressive,
scrawl their initials on the side of
what ever is available to mark
out their territory.
Funny, I thought only dogs
and other lower animals marked
their territory.
The kid decided to tag my
house because a gang member
lives in the next block and he
was using this as a marking
point to show this was his neighborhood.

When was the last time this
kid paid taxes or paid mortgages
on any of the houses on the
block? Where is this kids papers
of ownership showing he owns
the block?
I wanted to take a butter
knife, hang the kid up with a
meat hook and gut him and let
the flies finish off the rest of the
carcass.
The point being, the kids
who do this graffiti are not
artists, nor are they expressing
themselves.
They are vandals who have
no respect for people’s property
or for the hard work it took
them to be able to afford the
mortgage.
Art is defined in many different ways, but spray painting initials or a name on the side of a
building is not included in that
definition.
If these kids feel the need to
express themselves, there are
better ways and other things to
do.
People’s property and personal belongings are not fair
game for expression or marking
out what is perceived as someone’s or some groups territory.
If they paid for it, it is theirs; if
they didn’t, their grubby paint
shouldn’t be near it.
I will get off my soapbox now
and take it with me so no one
will spray graffiti on it.

John Pera is a Daily staff writer:
His column appears every other
Friday.

Forum Page Policies
SPARTAN DAILY proThe
vides a daily Forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas."
Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff,
faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the
forum page must be turned in
to Letters to the Editor’s box in
the SPARTAN DARN newsroom,
Dwight Bental Hall 209, or to
the information booth in the
Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to
the Forum Editor, The SPARTAN
DAILY, School ofJournalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose
State University, One Washington Scluare, San Jose, CA 95192.
Articles may be faxed to
(408) 9243282.
Articles and letters MUST

contain the author’s name,
address, daytime phone number, signature and major.
Although not encouraged,
names may be withheld upon
request.
Contributions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5 inch computer disk using Microsoft Word
on the Macintosh.
Always bring a printout of
your submission.
Submissions become the
property of the SPARTAN DAILY
and will be edited for grammar,
libel and length.
Categories available to non Daily staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to
500 word essays on current campus, political or personal issues.
Submissions should be well
researched.

Letters to the Editor: Up to
200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If they
are longer, they may edited for
length.
Other articles appearing on
this page are:
Reporters or Editor’s forum:
’ Opinion pieces written by
the staff writers or editors which
do not necessarily reflect the
majority views of the SPARTAN
DAILY, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or
SJSU. Reporters are prohibited
from writing opinions on issues
they have covered for news stories.
Staff Editorials: These are
unsigned opinion pieces that
express the majority opinion of
the editorial board of the Spartan Daily.

Editor
In response to Shari Kaplan’s column
(About the death penalty, Aug. 31), I wish to
point out that! am opposed to the death penalty and my reasons have nothing to do with concern for the rights of those guilty of heinous
crimes. I believe there are two compelling reasons that capital punishment should be abolished.
First, there is always the possibility of new evidence surfacing, long after a person has been
convicted, which proves his or her innocence.
Indeed, it is inevitable that there always will be
cases in which this happens.
Second, and perhaps more compelling to
me, I believe that having capital punishment
makes all of us less civilized than we could and
should be. When someone feels satisfaction
over the execution of a capital offender, they
exemplify a very ugly side of human nature,
one that should not be nurtured by our social
institutions.
Most people feel that if someone killed one
of our own loved ones, we would want them to
die, in fact we would like to kill them ourselves.
I’m sure I would feel that way myself, given
the circumstances. But I do not have the right
to have my wish granted and, in my case, I can’t
help but believe it would be a very empty kind
of satisfaction.
If 80 percent of our citizens thought that
universal employment was as important as the
execution of capital offenders, we would have
far fewer heinous criminals over whose cases to
argue the merits of capital punishment, as well
as a much more civilized society than ours is.
Brian Peterson
math professor

I survived the
bookstore
Editor:
I bought the books for my Computer Engineering 127 class last week and was upset to find
that the price of the main text was $33.25.
The suggested retail price was $24.95, as printed on the back of the book.
That took 45 minutes, when I found that the
accompanying text can be obtained free of
charge. I guess I shouldn’t have thrown away that
receipt...
So I waited in the buyback line to see how
much I could get for the book. I had just paid
$18 for "no value."
Another 45 minutes. Another 45 minutes to
write this letter and drop it off and I will have
earned an ;18 book with no value for the Spartan discount price of $18 and three hours of my
time.
I’m partially responsible for this comedy of
errors and I’m sure that Spartan Shops is as
upset as the students are that these incidents
degrade the efficiency and image of the bookstore.
But the bookstore must improve and I mentioned the problem to some employees.
I can’t bnng together the Spartan Shops management with the student government and the
school administration. If you can, please do.
Rich Bodo
seniox computer engineering

Proud to be
a Sikh
Editor:
This is to inform you that the Sikh Student’s
Association (SSA) of San Jose State organized
their first Cultural & Talent Show on Aug. 28.
It was a huge success for the SSA. I organized the show with my Sikh friends, not from
campus, because the Sikhs on campus didn’t
want to join the club or cared to help out.
One of the main attractions of the evening
was a slide shosv:called "Splendors of Punjab: Art
of The Sikhs."
The show, geared toward the students of San
Jose State and especially the Sikhs, demonstrated our culture and art as significant to us and
that we should be proud to be Sikhs in America.
Rami Singh Khalon, a Sikh from Concord
running for that city council talked about his
campaign, including my assistance to him.
A documentary movie, "Who Are The Sikhs,"
followed, showing the stereotypes about Sikhs.
The show terminated with Punjabi drum beat.
For more information please contact me at 408.924-8736.
Pan/Older Chohan
junior, computer science
.SSA President

Rip
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TODAY

TUESDAY

CHINESE CAMPUS
FELLOWSHIP: First
meeting, 2:30-5 p.m.,
SU Almaden Rm., call
Wingfield at 252-6876.
CONCERT CHOIR:
Auditions, Music Bldg.
262, call Dr. Archibeque
at 924-4332.
DIRECT ACTION
ALLIANCE: General
Body Meeting, 7 p.m.,
Peace Center, 48 S. 7th
St., call Juan Haro at
297-8445,
GREEK UFE/PANHELLENIC: Sorority Rush,
call Greek Life at 9245969.
INDIA STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: General Meeting, 12:301:30 p.m., SU
Guadalupe Rm., call
Prasanna Pendse at
279-6925.
JEWISH STUDENT
UNION: First Shabat
dinner of the year, 7
p.m., Rabbi Vogel’s
house in Almaden Valley
area, call Amos Fabian
at 265-7992 or JUS
phone at 971-1254.
LDSSA: Friday Forum:
Indoor Volleyball, 12:30
p.m., LDSSA Student
Center, 66 So. 7th St.,
call 286-3313.
NU ALPHA KAPPA:
Fall Rush 1993, 9 a.m.3 p.m., SU and Fraternity House, 660 S. 11th
St., call 262-8740.
SOLES (SOCIETY OF
LATINO ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS): 1st
General Body Meeting,
12:30-1:30 p.m., Engineering Building Rm.
358, call 924-3830.

AIESEC: Orientation
Meeting, 5:30 p.m., SU
Guadalupe Rm., call
924-3453.
AMA/MARKETING
CLUB: Orientation Meeting, 4:30 p.m., SU
Umunhum Rm., check
BC 208 for more information.
CAREER PLANNING
AND PLACEMENT:
On-campus Interview,
2:30p.m,SU Costanoan,
call 924-6033.
CATHOUC CAMPUS
MINISTRY/THE
NEVVMAN COMMUNITY: Sunday Music
Group Practice, 7p.m.
dinner/7:30p.m. music
practice, Campus Ministry, call Elisa or Father
Mark at 298-0204.
DELTA SIGMA PI: Professional Event, 7:30
p.m., SU Guadalupe
call 267-3131.
HUMAN RESOURCE
MANG. CLUB: Orientation Meeting, 4:306:00 p.m., SU Almaden
Rm., call Brenda at 9205425 or 335-9073.
PRSSA: Open House
Meeting, 7 p.m., SU
Costanoan Rm., call
John at 227-5253 or
Jessica at 365-8188.
SIKH STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: General Meeting, 3-4 p.m.,
SU Almaden Rm., call
Parvinder at 924-8736.
SJSU KENDO (&
NAGINATA) CLUB:
Regular Practice, 6:307:30 p.m., Spartan
Complex Rm. 218, call
Malyne at 281-7382.
SOCIETY OF
WOMEN ENGINEERS: First General
Meeting, 12:30-1:30
p.m., Engineering Building Rm. E-333, call Debbie at 225-2150.
STUDENTS FOR
CHOICE: New Member
Organization Meeting,
1:30p.m,SU Guadalupe
Rm., call 236-3487.

MONDAY
JEWISH CAMPUS
OUTRE,ACH: First
falafel shmoozing gettogether, 2-4:30 p.m.,
2080 Stonewood Ln.,
San Jose, call 2639482.
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Smoking
From page I
One of the resolutions of S9311 would also prohibit the sale
of tobacco and tobacco products
on campus. Dwight Sur, director
of the Spartan Bookstore, calls
this "censorship of products."
"We
sell
approximately
$35,000 worth of tobacco products a year, including chewing
tobacco, cigarettes and cigars.
While we want to be supportive
(of the ban), that revenue would
be tough to make up." Sur said
that students would have to go
off campus to buy tobacco products.
"We’re obviously concerned
about this, but we would simply
have to go on," said Sur. "We
would just have to do without
that revenue."
Ron Duval, executive director
of Spartan Shops, addressed the
issue in a letter to Evans dated
Aug. 26. It outlined the ban on
smoking in the dining areas on
campus. "With the elimination
of smoking in the Student
Union Cafeteria," the letter
read, "no area of the Student

From page 1
"There is no fire alarm."
Some staff members did have
a chance to move but declined
the offer.
"They offered to move some
of them to the trailers on Seventh Street," Barrios said. "But
one trailer fits 12 people and
had one phone and no bathroom. They couldn’t take their
files with them."
Since
the
complaints,
portable air conditioners, industrial fans and smoke alarms have
been put in to make conditions
more bearable for employees.
On Friday, Admissions and
Records held a meeting to get
employees together and discuss

Two men plead
guilty to snake
smuggling
LOS ANGELES (AP) Two men caught trying to
smuggle 52 snakes onto an airliner pleaded guilty to federal
charges of attempting to illegally export protected species.
Yu-Te Chen, 27, of Taiwan
pleaded guilty Wednesday to
violating the Lacey Act and was
sentenced to one month in jail
and a year’s probation, said
Assistant U.S. Attorney Nathan
Hochman.
Chine-Kuo Liu, 30, also of
Taiwan, will be sentenced later
this year. He was convicted of
similar charges in 1992 and
faces up to five years in prison
fines.
in
$250,000
and
Hochman said.
Liu and Chen were arrested
July 5 by U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service agents as they ran
through a boarding gate at Los
Angeles International Airport,
Hochman said.
The agents seized 28 California King snakes, seven Mexican
Milk snakes, 12 Black Rat
snakes and five Snow Corn
snakes, all federally protected
species. The snakes, apparently
obtained from local reptile
dealers, were intended for
export to the People’s Republic
of China, Hochman said.
Eighteen of the snakes were
in nylon sacks strapped to
Chen’s arms and ankles, the
attorney said. The others were
in a paper bag.

?Ask
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No Cover
Karaoke starts at 8pm

FRATERNITY
MEMBERSHIP
SEPTEMBER 8TH & 9TH
FRATERNITY FORUM
COME MEET MEN FROM ALL 12 FRATERNITIES

SEPTEMBER 9TH - 10TH

A R A AR A*4

INDIVIDUAL FRATERNITY EVENTS

issues. Approximately 75 people
attended the meeting.
"It was the first time that all
the facilities and management
people were brought together,"
said Steve Sloan, former CSEA
president
"1 think some progress was
done because at least they were
moving some people out into
other areas, and people did
have a chance to present their
frustrations."
"We don’t want to start any
grievances," said Barrios. "We
just want something done."
Renovation in the Financial
Aid area is expected to be complete in early October.

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL FRATERNITIES
REPRESENTED ON CAMPUS

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
LEADERSHIP
ATHLETICS
CAMPUS & COmMUNITV SERVICE

SCHOLARSHIPS
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
SOCAL EVENTS

REGISTRATION NOW UNTIL SEPTEMBER 10TH
IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
FOR MORE INFO. 924.5969
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Shots
984 Miller bottles

point. A smoking policy for the
entire CSU system, effective by
Dec. 31, became an executive
order when CSU Chan( ellor
Barry Munitz signed it May 1.
Executive Order No. 599
mandated all smoking shall he
prohibited in all CSU buildings
or leased spaces.
The order encourages campuses to develop a plan for
implementing a smoking ban in
facilities occupied by or operated by student organizations,
foundations or other non-university owned agents.

RUSH

library

; LABOR DAY
\oct(ov

Union allows smoking."
"I’m encouraging everyone
to go to a no-smoking policy in
every building on campus," said
Evans. "The Student Union
Board of Directors can ban
smoking in the Student Union;
they can do it in the cafeteria.
And they have done that apparently."
At a Thursday press conference, Evans said that the boards
governing the dining halls were
in line with the university’s new
general policy.
But that new policy was invalidated when Evans rescinded his
signature. He felt that there
should be a clause protecting
the rights of students to smoke
in the dorm rooms.
Evans said the Student Union
Board of Directors could, however, ban smoking in the dining
facilities. He said the details of
the new policy would be worked
out soon.
-They (the boards) know that
I’m not going to say anything,"
said Evans.
"I mistakenly signed it (the

policy). What I should have
done is said ’I have signed this. I
approve it.’ Then I should have
put a little star at the bottom
that said ’excluding the dormitories,’ " Evans said.
"But now I’ve got that problem, so I just told the senate that
is what I’m going to do. I’m
rescinding the policy or holding
the policy until 1 decide what to
do about the dormitories," said
Evans.
The whole debate over a
smoking ban anywhere on campus is about to become a moot

3
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Sports
SJSU begins season
on Louisville’s turf
4

SAN lost STATE tbeveusrry

Friday, September 3. 1993

By Ed Sun,
so..n., 1biI %Le Wiwi
When SJSU takes the field
Saturday against the University
of Louisville in Kentucky, a lot of
their hopes will be riding on the

strong right arm of senior quarterback Jeff Garcia and a new
defensive. align mei
Garcia, a pre-season All-American, will be helped on offense
by junior tailback Donald Lind-

Without diet pills, drugs or
special food supplements
Using self-guided imagery learned
at the SLYMMETRY Seminar
DATE: Saturday Oct 9, 1993
TIME: either 8:30AM-12:30PM or 1:30 - 5:30PM
LOCATION Holiday Inn at Park Center Plaza
282 Almaden Blvd., San Jose, CA.
COST: $125 (Students $80)

rikik

Slymmetti Seminar Presented by:
Stephen Redmond, M.D., M.P.H.
S pecialist in Preventive Medicine
Graduate of NYU Medical School

IA

and UC Berkeley.

Fill out the bottom slip and send it plus a check or money order to:
Stephen Redmond, M D, MPH
18550 Saint Louise Drive. #201
Morgan Hill, Ca 95037 or call- 408-778-3837
(make check payable to Stephen Redmond, M D)
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Choice of seminar time: 08:30 AM - 12:30 PM
(choose one)

1:30 PM - 5:30 PM

sey. Lindsey replaced senior
Nathan Dupree as the starting
tailback after Dupree’s suspension Thursday afternoon for violating team rules.
Lindsey started the first six
1992 games until a sprained
ankle sidelined him. At the time
of his injury, his 20 receptions
led the team.
The Cardinals expect to
counter the attack of Garcia with
a formidable defense. The Cardinals defense has seven returning starters, including four of
the top five in interceptions, and
five of last year’s top six in sacks.
SJSU’s new defensive alignment will also be tested by this
Louisville team. The Cardnials
offense is anchored by nine
returning starters, including
their 1993 team captain, senior
quarterback, Jeff Brohm.
The Spartan defense will
attack Brohm with a new 4-3
alignment. They will be helped
by two returning Second-team
All-Big West players, senior linebacker Jim Singleton and junior
cornerback Dee Grayer.
Louisville is hoping Brohm
will develop into one of the
nation’s top passers, which is a
possibility, given that Cardinals
coach Howard Schnellenberger
has a reputation for developing
college quarterbacks.
Coach Schnellenberger, who
coached the University of Miami
to a national championship in
1983, has developed such college quarterbacks as Jim Kelly,
Bernie Kosar, and most recently,
Browning Nagle.
Coach Schnellenberger will
not be the only coach on the
field Saturday with a reputation
for developing quarterbacks.
The Spartans coach, John Ralston, coached Heisman Trophy

FREE ’135.00 Membership
LEARN TO FLY!!!

Inbound Aviation
The Flying Club
The Bay Area’s most advanced flight training center.
Located at Reid Hillview Airport

Imagine:
.Taking a study break and going to Tahoe in just over 1 hour.
Taking your date on a night of romance above the lights of San Francisco
Having the freedom to just take off and fly away for the weekend.
"All this for less money than you thought. You can become a pilot for about $2,500!

Flight Training
Professional, knowledgeable, and
patient flight instructors.

Wide variety of clean well maintained air
craft. (From singles to twins.)

Jeppensen Video library and ground
school. (Join Gold membership and
receive free rentals)

*Ground school - Start anytime
Private-459.00
Instrument=$69.00

Computerized flight planning and
weather briefing.
Platofi computenzed FAA testing.
(Get instant results on all FAA exams.
To register call us or Plato at
1-800-869-1100

IFTLEE & MI:FM/DB.4 - SPARTAN DAILY
Spartan defensive coordinator Tom Gadd goes over defensive strategies with players during Wednesday’s
practice. The Spartans left Thursday afternoon for Kentucky where they will face the Louisville Cardinals.
winner Jim Plunkett at Stanford
in 1970.
Having coached Plunkett
makes Ralston’s praise of Garcia
even more impressive.
"He (Garcia) is blessed with as
good of skills as I’ve ever been
around," Ralston said. "He can
throw or run and has great
instincts."
Coach Ralston brings more
than just a reputation as a developer of quarterbacks to SJSU.
Ralston has been successful at
every level of coaching.
This includes United Press
International AFC "Coach of the
Year" in 1973 with the Denver
Broncos, and nine seasons as the
head coach for the Stanford Cardinal.
Ralston also led Stanford to
The Spartans
face the Cardinal
next week at Stanford!

WST
Registration
Deadline
September 9
Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Oct. 2, 1993

Computerized ground school courses.
Frasca 131 Visual Simulator
(Join Sim club and save $$$.
Our Simulator is open to all students,
instructors, and pilots.)

Aircraft Rental
"Excellent selection of clean well maintained aircraft

$25 fee
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

two consecutive Rose Bowl victothe
ries in 1970 and 1971
only consecutive Pac-8 championships in their history.
Coach Ralston is eager to get
the first game on its way. "You
always like to play the first
game," he said. "You get answers
you can’t get in practice."
One of the answers they can
not get in practice is how they
will fare on the artificial turf at
Louisville’s new 50,000 person

Beech Duchess
Cessna Cardinal RG

(408)272-0518

SJSU football players, tailback Nathan Dupree, outside
linebacker Derrick Childs and
defensive end Kareeb Harbin
have been suspended for one
game for violating team rules.
The players will miss Saturday’s season opener at the
University of Louisville.
The announcement was
made by Dr. Thomas Brennan, SJSU’s director of Athletics, Thursday afternoon.
Dupree, a 1992 First-team
All-Big West Conference
choice, was scheduled to start
on Saturday.
He was I 1 th in the nation
in rushing a year ago with
1,239 yards. Childs and
Harbin were part-time starters
in ’92.
"I have reviewed each student-athlete’s situation with
(head football) Coach (John)
Ralston and have found his
recommendation to suspend
the three young men fin one
game appropriate. It’s unfortunate that they will miss the

FREE TUMON!!!

HSI, excellent condition
Full King digital, excellent condition.

SJSU Students get FREE standard membership with ID!

441/Wt
_ow)
rei

Three Spartan players
suspended one game

’Competitive prices
(member and Non-member rates;

2655 Robert Fowler Way
San Jose, Ca., 95148

stadium. Given the great team
speed it should help them out.
Cornerback Dee Grayer does
not anticipate a problem.
"We got our (turf) shoes
today(Monday), we just need to
break them in," said Grayer.
"Most of us have played on turf
before; it’s no big deal."
With their new shoes broken
in, the SJSU Spartans are ready
to take on the Louisville Cardinals on Saturday.

SJSU vs. Louisville
Saturday, 4p.m. (EDT)
TV: KICU 36, 1p.m.

10% discount on block time

NEW ONLINE."

SPARTAN DAILY

Starting salary $26,(X)0 rising to $41,000 in four
years. Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Computer Science,
Computer Engineering, Physics, Electrical Engineering,
Math majors, and under represented minorities (any major).

CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966

first game of our 1993 football
season."
"None of them will travel
with us to Louisville," Ralston
said. "You don’t want to go to
any game minus key players.
But, there is a more important
issue involved here. We want
to develop a disciplined football team. To do that, you
have to follow a set of rules.
I won’t get into any
specifics about which rule or
rules were broken, but the
players are aware of the penalty for their offense."
Ralston indicated junior
Donald Lindsey, who rushed
for 222 yards last season, will
start at tailback in place of
Dupree.
Childs and Harbin were
not listed as a first or second
string player at their respective
positions on the Aug. 30
depth chart.
However, each player was
originally projected to be part
of the SJSU traveling squad
for the Louisville game.

Stanford battles
Huskies Saturday
STANFORD(AP) In the
wake of three straight routs by
Washington, Stanford coach
Bill Walsh is hoping this weekend’s opener will go down to
the wire.
"It may be a low-scoring
game. I’m kind of hoping it is,
with the outcome decided in
the fourth quarter," Walsh said
at a news conference Tuesday.
The Huskies, who meet the
Cardinal on Saturday in Seattle,
have won the last nine and 13
of 14 meetings between the
teams.
The last three wills have
been by margins of 36, 35 and
34 points.
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World Events

0 Vatican sends envoy to China

State
Watch

Pokiitial breakthrough in relations

Lawmakers money
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Here
are the top 10 legislators in
each house with the most contributions and the highest
spending. "L" denotes a party
leader.
1. Mike Thompson, fl-St. Helena, $220,246.
2. David Roberti, fl-Van Nuys,
$208,232 (L).
3. Ken Maddy, R-Fresno,
$196,000(L).
4. Bill Lockyer, D-Hayward,
$183,318.
5. Tim Leslie, R-Carnelian Bay,
$128,000.
6. Frank Hill, R-Whittier,
$113,595.
7. Charles Calderon, D-Whittier, $111,573.
8. Rob Hurtt, R-Garden Grove,
$108,615.
9. Phil Wyman, RTeachapi,$107,133.
10. Cathy Wright, R-Simi Valley, $94,405.
<B> Spending<D>
1. David Roberti, D-Van Nuys,
$283,000 (L).
2. Mike Thompson, fl-St. Helena, $210,100.
3. Rob Hurtt, R-Garden Grove,
$156,808.
4. Ken Maddy, R-Fresno,
$139,300 (L).
5. Frank Hill, R-Whittier,
$122,257.
6. Charles Calderon, fl-Whittier, $119,367.
7. Phil Wyman, R-Teachapi,
$98,794.
8. Alfred Alquist, fl-San Jose,
$84,370.
9. Henry Mello, D-Watsonville,
$68,000.
10. Gary Hart, fl-Santa Barbara, $62,035.

VATICAN CITY (AP) - On
the eve of Pope John Paul H’s
historic trip to the former Soviet
Union, the Vatican appeared
ready to break through another
barrier - its 40-year standoff
with China.
The Vatican announced that
a senior cardinal left Thursday
for Beijing, the highest-ranking
official of the Roman Catholic
Church ever to visit the Communist country.
While no immediate agreements were expected, the visit
by French Cardinal Roger
Etchegaray could lead to a thaw
in relations between the Vatican
and Beijing and pave the way
for a possible visit by the pope.
Recalling the invitation to an
American pingpong team that

preceded President Nixon’s historic visit to China in 1972,
Etchegaray was invited by organizers of China’s national athletic games and will attend Saturday’s opening ceremony.
The Vatican said he also
would meet with government
officials.
Etchegaray heads the Pontifical Council for ljustice and
Peace, the Vatican s agency for
contacts with the developing
world. He has been a major
diplomatic troubleshooter, making visits to such countries as
Lebanon, Bosnia-Herzegovina
and Vietnam in recent years.
John Paul leaves Saturday for
a seven-day visit to Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia, the three
newly independent republics.

@ Religious sect members
arrested in Argentina

world championships

deal on egg
PERTH, Australia (AP) Government officials struck a
deal Thursday with three children who found a foot-long
fossilized egg, which they hid
after being barred from selling it to a foreign collector
for $102,000.
Jamie Andrich, 9, and two
cousins gave officials the egg
after Western Australia state
government promised to set
up a fund to raise up to
$109,000 for the children’s
education.
The money is to be raised
from donations solicited at
the Western Australia state
museum, where the 2,000year-old egg will be displayed.
Jamie and his cousins Kelly, 8, and Michelle Rew, 6
- found the egg in a sand
dune while on vacation in
January at Cervantes, about
155 miles north of Perth.

BED SETS: Queen: $IM. firt $75.
Twin: $65. Bunkbeds: $125.
Daybed: $65. Brass queen with
mattress set: $285. Everything
new!! 9982337.

HELP WANTED

WANTED READERS & TEST
proctors to assist disabled students. Contact Disabled Student
100% PURE ADRENAUNE 111111 Services: 924-6000.
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s MAC/WINDOWS SPECIALIST in
only skirt:Wing center. Come join us tech support & network mgmt.
for a tandem jump and enjoy your need 2+ yrs exp providing support
first skydive with only 45 minutes to Mac/Wrdurrh/DIDS users, Nome a
of training. For the true thrill seek- +. Must be people person. Resume
er. try an accelerated freefall 2555 Park *7. Palo Alto. CA 943C6.
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a MOBILE Ws WANTED
certified skydiver, stating with a sk Hiring mobile Ws. We supply
hour class and a mile long freef all equipment & music. Must be availthe same day. Videos of your jump able Fridays & Saturdays after 3.
also available. Owned and operat- Call M-F, 12 to 6. 408/4966116.
ed by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575. SECURITY: FULL OR PART TIME
Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Paychecks
WANTED: Psychology Volutteurs
Excellent Benefits
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Credit Union
Community Friend, providing social
Medical/Dental Insurance
support to those who endure
Vacation Pay
mental illness. We train. Call
Referral Bonus
(408) 436.0606.
Apply Monday Friday 8 am.-5 an.
Vanguard
Smutty Services
ANNOUNCEMENT
MAKE YOUR
in the Spartan Ddaity Classified! 3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
New 101. at San
CA
95054.
For hfo call 924.3277.
TO(n as Expy. & Olcott. Equal
Employer.
WANT TO KNOW THE SCORE? Opportunity
Call Sport/Entertainment line
1-9009905505 ext. 460. $2.00 OutNOWI LESBIAN/GAY NEWS
per min. 18 or older. Touch phone A quality newspaper for the
required. A4 call 3 min. Limy Ni. South Bay. We’re looking for
part-time writers, advertising reps
Arcirk tee AA.
(with commission!), and others
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE who want to be part of our vision.
You need exposure to succeed in It’s fun: you’ll make a difference.
MODELING. Now you can put your Write to 45 N. 1st St. 0124, SJ
photo and information in front 95113.
of 100’s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your OUTER -SO CLERICAL OPENINGS
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM for electronic convention. Customer
service skills required to work in
for details. (408) 2499737.
Santa Clara location. Candidates
must have keyboard sNlls & basic
computer familiarity. Also must be
II HONDA ACCORD 4 dr, 5 spd, able to stand ’,Net of the day & be
a/c, p/c, stereo, 1 owner, 110K. easy going & flexible. This will be a
Great condition $2,800. 408/ fun & informative opportunity. We
2892227. Eves: 408/997-7313. need top notch people! Please
call 246-4220. Olsten Staffing
Services. 3550 Stevens Creek
AUTO INSURANCE
Blvd. 0120 San Jose, CA 95117.
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
GOOD WITH PEOPLE? Gain
Serving SJSU for 20 years
experience in merchandising and
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for Nora030d Cevers customer service. P/T 10 des/wk.
Make your own schedule. Valid
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
license and vehicle required.
"Good Student’
Jon: 818/916-3372.
’Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
FREE QUOTE
Make up to 52.000+/rtio. teaching
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGAT1ON
basic conversational English
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S.
YAMNIA RNA 180Z Swarm Korea. Mary provide room & board
+ other benefits. No previous trairv
trunk,
wind
miles,
lo
Fay legal. bik,
ing required. For more information
shield, cover. $1,400. 295-8447.
call 1-206E32-1146 ext..16041.
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PART TIME DELIVERY PERSON:
deliver office supplies to downtown
business. Bicycle 8, car. M-F flex.
FiLE CAMINIET,durk,
table & stacking chairs for sale. Alan 2939013 x 104.
Cal 2641862.
TEACHERS- INSTRUCTORS P/T
MEM OAME Moto" eyellem. Sea Inst. for elementary schools.
Degree not required. Work around
of
Hurxlreds
plabeck
Beckop
IL
. 408 287 8025
games In floppy. Mike 5344151. your Cl
EOE/AAE.
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LONDON (AP) - The
chess wars start next week, with
rival matches billed as world
chess championships and with
behind-the-scenes battles for
control of the game.
World champion Garry Kasparov and his British challenger,
Nigel Short, say their match is
the only one that counts. But
former world champion Anatoly Karpov and Dutch grandmaster Jan Timman also are
fighting for a crown.
The two competitions mark a
bitter split in the top echelons
of world chess, which has been
dominated since 1948 by the
World Chess Federation, known
by its French initials FIDE.
In February, Kasparov and
Short rejected FIDE s selection
of Manchester, England, for
their title match, saying they
had not been properly consulted and accusing the federation

of "willful disregard" for top
players. They said they would
play only for the new Professional Chess Association that
they were establishing.
The Kasparov-Short match,
billed as The Times World
Chess Championship, starts
Tuesday in London. The 24game contest is sponsored by
The Times newspaper and Teleworld Holdings, which is based
in Rotterdam, Netherlands.
The $2.55 million in prize
money represents one of the
largest purses in championship
chess. Kasparov and Short plan
to give 10 percent to the new
association, with the winner getting five-eighths and the loser
three-eighths of the remainder.
When the two players refused
to play for FIDE, the federation
stripped Kasparov of his world
title and eliminated Short as his
top challenger.

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina had been expelled from the
(AP) - About 30 adult mem- sect charged that two of her
bers of the Children of God sect four children had not been
were arrested and 300 children returned to her.
living with them were placed in
"The case was dismissed a
protective custody in govern- year later when the investigament-run orphan homes, a tion failed to turn up any evicourt official said.
dence of wrongdoing, but
The adults were charged recent accusations by former
with "conspiracy to kidnap and sect members led us to reopen
conceal children," court secre- it" and to search houses occutary Jorge Sica told The Associ- pied by sect members, Sica said.
ated Press in a telephone interHe added that "the case
view Wednesday.
does not involve the sect itself,
"From 60 to 70 percent of but the individual members
the children are foreigners who were arrested and acted in
from Britain, France, the Unit- its name."
ed States, Canada, Brazil,
Initial testimony showed that
Venezuela and other coun- some of the minors "were subtries," Sica said.
jected to sexual acts or suffered
The court secretary said the physical abuse and injuries from
cult first came to the attention the leaders of the groups," pros
of Argentine authorities in ecutor Carlos Villafane told sta1989, When a U.S. citizen who tion Radio Mitre.
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Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282
SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT
Chevron F/T morning shift, flexible. Will train. Apply 147 E. Santa
Clara St.
SALES / MANAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
individual in the health fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% govrth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are an eager & serf motivated
individual looking to start off right,
we will give you a chance. Salaries.
commissions, bonuses, trips &
benefits, 14K- 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK.
Ask for Mr. Beryessa.
GET A REAL JOBI Vector, an
international chain aggressively
expanding in the Bay Area. cornbines good pay with practical marketable experience for your
resume. Starting pay $12.25 /hr.
Earn $245./week part-time
Retail sales/customer service
Flexible hours set around school
No experience is necessary
Extensive training provided
100 scholarships awarded
Can earn units at S.J.S.U.
Apply in person at our San Jose
headquarters, conveniently located
near SJSU at 525 Race Street.
Call 280-5195 for times to apply.
For Milpitas office, call 262-8070
or 5107962142.

$275. SINGLE RM. UTIL. INCL.
Kitch/laundry pry. Share bath. Tel.
sep. No smoking. Intl health env.
Capitol Exoy./Hellyer park. Hill loc.
Phone Jim 226-9938, N. msg.
QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
Willow Gardens Apartments
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300.
The best in Willow Glen area.
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
w/wet bar, fitness center. pool &
saunas. For move in special, call
408/998-0300.
2 BORN APARTMENT $750/MO.
Security type building
Secure parking
Close in
Modem building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry room
Village Apartments.
576S. 5th St. (408)2956893.

snmio FOR 1 PERSON.

No pets.
$500./mo. incl. util. + $400. sec.
dep. Parking. Call 2597040.
2 BR/2 BMW. 1700. 1 Br/roommate shares available. 555 So.
10th St. at Williams. 297-7554.

750 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
1 bides. /1 bath $595. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured
entrance. Laundry facilrties. Cable
TV. Ample parking. Call 2888157

NANNY (Ilurin pet) Box 40 In. 2
children. Energetic playful person STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
w/exc. refs. & driving record req. 2 bed/2 bath apt. available now.
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
415/366-2228.
TV, water & garbage. Off street
BOOTH ATTENDANT. We do flea parking available. Several units
markets, trade shows, art/craft starting at $710.00/mo. Call Dan
shows. PT/FT available. Good at 295-5256.
license & vehicle required. Neat
job. Steve: 292-2430.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS’
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts , job sharing and flexible hours for students. $6. - $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257-7320.
MANAGER/MGR. TILIUMEE. Srnall
mattress shop. Close to SJSU.
Fl/PT flexible hours. Informal
atmosphere. Jeans OK. Reliable
only. Mark: 408/2945478.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-800436-4365 Ext. P-3310.
LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
Excellent ground floor opponuntty
You could be making up to
$35.000.00 your first year,
To learn how, call 378-8088 for an
appointment or fax 378-8089.

HOUSING
THE PRICE YOU WANT...
AND THE SPACE YOU NI
Large studio. 1 & 2 bedroom apts
just minutes from SJSUI
Call Timberwood Apts.
5786830.

"UNIVERSITY PLACE" CONDO,
11th St. Security build & parking.
2 Ides. 2 1/2 baths. $149,950.
Fox &Carskadon. Mn 741-2700.
GATEWAY APTS.
2 blocks from campus.
2 bd./2 be., 900- 1,000 sq. ft.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Free cable. Underground parking
Security gates. Game roan.
Laundry room. 4th & William.
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Call mgr. 947-0803.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
BA and 15 years experience. Now
accepting students wishing to
excel, at guitar or bass. All styles
welcome: Rock. R&B, Jazz, FUSIOn,
Blues. Folk, Reggae, and Funk.
Beginner. Intermediate & Advanced
are welcome. Bill: 408/2986124.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE III
Money is waging for you right now
from Private Scholarships, Grants
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum
required. For FREE literature package. CALL NOW! 408693-7208.
Access/contra *2081993.

MEN AND WOMEN - BARE IT ALLI
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Scholarship Matchirg
No GPA or need qualifications
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
Money back guarantee
using chemicals. Let us permaInformation & application:
nently remove your unwanted hair.
- Chin - .1W Scholarship Matching Service
Back Chest LipTummy etc. Students & faculty
P.O. Box 53450
LOST AND FOUND
receive 15% discount. First appt.
San Jose CA 951530450
4086298886.
BLACK WALLET LOST on campus 1/2 price if made before Dec. 15.
Aug. 26th. It has my green card. If 1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
found call Roselena 415-365- 621 E. Campbell Ave. *17, US MONEY FOR COLLEGE $SS
We can match you scholarships.
Campbell 140813793500
3815.
grants for only $59. No GPA or
WRITNGh RESEARCH, EDITING. need requirements. For info:
SERVICES
Atkinson Scholarship Services.
Versatile. expert staff.
WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
ESL students a specialty
408/2258332. 445 Bee% S1.95111.
CREDIT UNION
800.777 7901
NEED MORE US FOR COLLEGE?
-STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS’
Write or call
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO/
Membership open exclusively
Live counselor, M.A., local college
For Scholarship and Grant Info
to SJSU Students. Alumni. and
College Educational
Advisory Faculty!
exp. Each cal treated as individual
Financial Aid Consultancy
appt. Additional info mailed. If!
Services include:
P.O. Box 3017
don’t have the answer to your
$ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans
Stanford, CA 94309
question, I’ll get it and call
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
(415)361-0432.
Share (swings) & CD Accts.
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS.
Exceptional Rates!!!
954/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
DON’T PAY ITII
Convenient location:
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
of net profits support local educe Don’t pay $70. $100 for a schol48 S. 7th Street. Suite 201
lion programs. College Career arship search. Get S soaces NOW!
San Jose, CA 95112
Call Scholar-Dollar$ today!!
Information Services.
Call for more info:
16C09850023 at. 703 52. min. 5
(408)947-7273.
mn. mar. 18 or oda. IT More req. &
50% DISCOUNT
SERVICES FINANCIAL save even more. order our book
’Scholarships. Grants and Loans’.
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
DO YOU west. cornputer search Contains dozens of money sources
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner.- Ups- Eyebrows.
done to find scholarships for you/ & time saving tips. Order today?
Espies December 15. 1993.
Many sources available. 80% Only $5.95 to Scholar.DollarS. P.O.
require no GPA or have no income Box456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041
406379-3500
limitations. Call or write: Unique 30 day M/I3 Guarantee. Allow 4-6
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae. vrtG. Strauss Ent. 408-625.1910
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
CA 94030. (415) 692-4847
Campbell, CA 95008.

WORD PROCESSING
Theses/Projects, Term Papers.
Cak Marsha al 266-9448 ’or fuil
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
structure, punctuation: format
(APA, Tumbler% MLA): table/graph
preparation: custom post-script
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Resume/cover letter preparation.
Intentedend Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area. 7’30,n-8.30prn
AFFORDABLE 8, EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing’
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes. Letters.
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5 1,
HP Laser II. NI formats. specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuator and
grammatical editing Free disc
storage. Av work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable. and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247 2681 (8arn-8an). plus
Sew Addtionsi 10% Per Ream*
I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention. give yourself a break. Let me do rt for you!
Pick up and delivery - $1.00.
Resumes. term papers & theses.
APA format $2.00 per double
spaced sage /500 011nenUrn. Cal!
Julie - 9988354.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English cepe’s / the
ses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 4092510449.

DAILY CLASSIF1ED--ADVERT1SING ’THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuabon & spaces between words.

DEDOOD-C-FIMODOCEI=O1 IEEMDED7O
DOMOD111110=-10== IFTML11-1__IMEMEID
ECOOODEIDOOMEIODOODEO1-11 11-17EMEILJO
DO7O007ECIEEIDOD-11-IFIMLJOLJE1-1Fr-’7771
3 -line minimum
Three
CM
Two
Day
Days
Dram
3 lines
$7
$9
$5
4 lined
$10
$6
$11
$11
5 lbws
$7
$9
$12
6 lbws
$S
$10
$1 for each additional line

Please check /
your classification:

Na’-,

Ad Rates:

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Fiver
Days
413
$14
$15
$16

After 18. 0118 day, rate Inereame by $1 per
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines $70 10-14 knits:
15-19 lines. $110.

$90.

Aoctress

che

State

Zo code

Phone

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Berilei Hall Room 209
Deadline Two days before publication IN All ads are prepaid
Consecutive publocalions dates ,nly No refunds or. cancelled ads
QUESTIONS? CALL MOM 11114.3677

Akkri, rtive
- Electronics
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost arid Found
- Services
- Services Finance!
- Travel
-- Tutoring
- Word Processing
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SJSU PEERE ARTS
VISIONS Of A NIVI HORIZON

*A PIECE OF MY HEART I 19931EASON1
by Shirley Latin>
Directed by Robert Jeitldns
September 24, 25, 30, October 1, 2 at 8 p.m.
September 29 at 1 p.m.
University Theatre

*STAND-UP TRAGEDY

by Bill Cain
Directed by Amy Glazer
October 29, 30, November 4, 5, 6 at 8 p.m.
November 3 at 1 p.m.
University Theatre

l’he Crain Playwriting Award Production

THEDARKEST PART OF A SHADOW

Ryan
From page I
aid programs, such as limited
scholarships and emergency.
loans.
"I believe in San Jose State
because I went here. I was student body president from 1957
to ’58, then I became a member
of the staff in 1960. So I’ve been
here ever since," Ryan says.
"I received my graduate
degree after starting work here.
Both my degrees are from San
Jose State Liniversity. Over half
of my life has been spent on this
campus. I’ve witnessed tremendous changes, seen our financial
aid office being built to one of
the best in the country."
A typical work day for Ryan
consists of staff’ meetings, agenda proposals, and program
developments. He says the main
reason he originally became
involved with financial aid was to
help students on a one-to-one
basis.
But as SJSU’s financial offices
grow, Ryan’s position as director
requires him to administer staff
members and review budget
matters. This prohibits him from
seeing many students other than
those who find financial problems difficult to resolve with his
staff advisers.
The Financial Aid department secretary, Jacqueline
Townsend, has been at SJSU for
six years. She offers a story about
Ryan’s dedication to an individual student
"Last fall, a student was haying problems with her scholarship being transferred over
here, and Mr. Ryan contacted
office,"
chancellor’s
the
Townsend said. "He also followed through with a letter, and
made sure the student received
her
11: money. She later came back
to personally thank him. He
writes letters to senators about
bills that would affect students’
financial aid. He’s a real dedicated
Ryan bdieves that SJSU’s
financial aid is unique. "We’ve
been on the cutting edge," he
said. "Our financial aid office
has been able to adapt to all of
the changes in federal and state
regulations We’ve been able to
ii
keep the processing for our programs current by installing the
latest technical and dam proand hardcessing, an d sftware
o
ware programs that are available.
"For example, the Financial
Aid office is now a part of
TOUCH-SJSU. Suidents can call
and find out their financial aid
status. They can find out all the
information needed to apply for
financial aid."
But there are also problems
with financial aid, which Ryan
quickly points out
"The drawback is us being
involved in federal and state
Hj
funds. We have %0 many regulations and rules we must follow in
order to obtain the funds," he
said. "As a result, it’s very difficultthe process of applying for
financial aid. Students have to
submit
application, submit all
kinds of supporting documents;
and that niakes
s slow
IIsethe
corp
and cumbersome because of all
thc red tape. I would like to see
Ii process
tI e entire
simplified."

Being active in financial aid
since 1960, Ryan has helped to
establish several organizations.
These include the California
Association of Financial Aid
Administrators and the Western
Association of Financial Aid
Administrators. He has served as
pi esident for both groups, as
well as for the National Association of Financial Aid Administrators.
"I’ve been very
involved in the development of our financial aid profession,"
he said. "Prior to
190, there was no
financial aid profession. This is a new
profession in highei
education."
His colleagues are
impressed with his dedication
"Mr. Ryan has dedicated his life
to the profession of financial
aid, which is dedication to students," said John Bradbury, associate director of Financial Aid.
"He knows that the whole
purpose of financial aid is for
students. There are people who
can’t pay for their own education; financial aid and Mr. Ryan
combine to make a difference in
San Jose State."
The history of financial aid
has changed dramatically during
the years Ryan has been at SJSU.
The Higher Education Act of

by David Scott
Directed by Leslie Martinson
November 18, 19. 20 at 8 p.m.
November 19 at 12: 40
Studio Theatre

MONIQUE SCHOENFELDSPARTAN DAILY
crunch at the financial aid office on Wednesday by coming out to
answer questions while students waited in the long line.

Donald Ryan, lett. advises Robert Verrecte about how dropping below
12 units will affei his status as a financial aid recipient. Ryan eased the

1965 established on a perma- In the letter, Ryan listed the
nent basis all the programs in problems that slowed financial
which SJSU participates. Specif- aid processing this year. The letic programs are subject to termi- ter also discussed the increased
nation unless Congress reautho- munber of financial aid applicarizes the program. Since 1965, tions, a reduction in staff, comthere have been five different puter breakdowns and the ternreauthorizations of the Higher porary relocation of the office.
Ryan half-complains, "It’s
Education Act.
‘The most recent one (reau- been unbelievable. After we
thin; ’anon) was in 1992, last moved in here (the temporary
year," Ryan said. "Each time they office), the air conditioner was
(Congress) reauthorize the pro- taken out, and we had mice and
gram, they change the program. fleas."
Aside from the day-to-day hasOne of the major changes made
was the definition of sles, Ryan has some pet peeves.
an independent stu- "I think the biggest frustration I
dent. Now, a stu- have in my professional life is
dent can’t be finan- waiting for the federal or state
cially independent government to issue regulations
of their parents that we need in order to do a
until they re 24 satisfactoryjob, and quite often
those are very late in coming."
years of age."
Ryan labeled this
"People Helping People" will be
summer "a nightmare." With the a earing in the Daily every other
riday. Ifyou know of a person who
reauthorization came changes.
He prepared a seven-page is helping others, please contact the
memorandum to Dean Batt, Spartan Daily at 924-3280.
vice president of Student Affairs.

M E. Santa Clara St.
(Between 2nd and 3rd Streets)

SPECTACULAR
10 SALE

PEOPLE*
HELPING

r

*PEOPLE

Welcome Back
Open 7 Days A Week
"Til Midnight Friday and Saturday

I

ATTENTION

121 5 fint St (next to 07-4;1.1 loe’,)
6108) 292-4698

Buy any cappuccino, latte
or mocha and get the 2nd
one FREE.
Full Espresso Bar
Pastries
Light Lunches and Suppers
eTires 9/17/93i1

FACULIN FIND STFIFF

Dear Friends,
Gre. tings and welcome to the fall! We at First Church would
like to express our sincere application for all the faculty and staff at
San Jose State Uniuersity. We are thankful for the contributions you
make to the community. You are an important element in the downtown! We also understand the importance of hauing a good University in our community. But a good Uniuersity is dependent upon having good faculty and staff. We think San Jose State is a very good
scI.,l!
As a way of expressing our appreciation, we are sponsoring a
"WELCOME BACK LUNCHEON" at the College of Engineering Alumni
Conference Room on campus. The Luncheon is scheduled for Seotember 8th, from 12 til 1:00. This puent is a gift to the University by the
Church (yes, there is an occasional free lunch), We sponsored a
lar lunch last year, and were delighted to haue 38 faculty and staff
in attendance. We would like you to be our guest at this year’s luncheon. This will be a low key euent, with lots of time for folks to sit
together and chat.
Flyers announcing the euent have been distributed to all
Department offices. Reservations for the Luncheon are requested
and can be made by calling the Church at 294-7254. Seating is limited to the first 75 who respond, and we haue a special gift for the
first 50 who reserve a spot!
Once again, thank you for your contribution to the students
and commanity! We appreciate it.
Sincerely,
Jim Crawford, Pastor
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
5th 8, Santa Clara, SJ 95112
294-7254
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A; PERK)RMANCE
Bicycle Shops

SAN JOSE 1646 S Bascom Ave 408-559-0496

